What was meant in the other posts on 2015 was simple: Be prepared but don't get to actions that might prove bad down the road. Truth is, you have to panic, but not over panic to the point you put yourself in demise. Be prepared, be angry, be aware and this post is to complete the rest of it. Being overly calm will take one to the point of being killed in their sleep, being overly insane will lead you to losing your sleep. You get what I mean. So, the fine line against this jewish threat would be as aggressive and as aware, to the point you are most ruthless yet you are mindful of yourself. Hope this explains it. You must be on total war mode but not on 'self-destruction by pressure' mode.

Many do not understand the depth of the whole situation with the jews. Some know but they do not comprehend. This is massively due to being uneducated on it and then there is the reason of conscious denial of it. This has cost us world peace many times. We have paid it with millions of deaths, with famines, with plagues, with rape, with the lives of millions being totally and UTTERLY destroyed. We have paid this with shattered Souls, with spiritual blindness, with close to total extinction of the Old Original Religions. WE HAVE PAYED IN BLOOD A DEBT WE NEVER OWED TO THESE PREDATORS. We have paid this unawareness and acceptance of the kikes, underestimating them and STUPIDITY OF THE GENTILES WITH UNTOLD WAYS. All this is ending now and this is when their reign upon us ends as well. What this stupidity is costing us will be our own very lives, very soon, if EVERYONE DOES NOT LAY HANDS TO DESTROY THAT JEWISH BEAST.

For those who are checking on world events, the jews are moving to pissrael by the hundreds. They are doing this because they know something the rest of us do not know, or they hope we don't know. In their own prophecies this is to happen in the 'last days' where "God" will unleash the plagues upon the Gentiles. For one, they know their fucking time of justice has come. THE WORLD NOW KNOWS AND IS GETTING INFORMED. Hiding their mug or anything will no longer serve them. People know the holocaust has never happened and people WANT REVENGE. In their own system of predictions, they are literally living in the 'last times'. For those who know, the enemy has their people too and they have those who work to achieve their ends. There have been reports of 'rabbis' and how they have 'communicated' spiritually with the 'saviors of the jewish race' and other things. They fucking know. They know the Truth about Aliens. They know that they massacred millions and that beings were observant of their actions. They know the Egyptians wrote about them and their filth in stone. They know that upon the opening of one's Third eye one can see all these Truths. They know they have us in spiritual blinding and that hatred and wanting them to perish is a genetic need of ours that is stemming from an internal real time hatred that extends beyond any and all 'logic'.

They know that the White Race and other Gentile Races want them to perish internally only to just save themselves. They know they lied about the holocaust, they know Satan is the only one to undo them. But everyone else must know as well. Be ruthless in spreading the Truth. This is escalating into real time warfare. That's why they are fleeing from Europe and
other places by the dozens. Now it's our time to act and get rid of this pestilence with legal means, that is spiritual means. Sad as it is to say, the future looks dim and we cannot get past this explosion without feeling it. The jewish system as it has been mentioned is crumbling and the jews will not get down without a fight. They will use every and all means in their arsenal as they have. Racial warfare, economic collapse etc.

And to be ultimately honest without any 'false hope' message, if they succeed, forget everything you ever knew. Forget 'peace', forget having a husband and wife, forget having a living, forget anything and everything racial, forget forever your children, and forget life itself. Whenever communism took over, people were reduced to slaves and cattle. LITERALLY FUCKING CATTLE. FED A PIECE OF BREAD FOR 18 HOURS OF WORK AND THEN IF THEY DIED THEY WERE THROWN AWAY IN BAGS. OR FED TO THE OTHER PEOPLE. WE ARE TALKING OF ATROCITY YOU HAVE NO IDEA ABOUT. STUDY AND SEE FOR YOURSELF.

And with the technological means of today such enslavement is really possible, beyond any doubt. As the Soviets did rape the kids in front of their mothers and the mothers in front of their fathers, expect this to happen. As people died from starvation worse than skeletons in the streets, expect it to happen. As bombs will drop and chop people to pieces, expect it to happen. As nuclear weapons might be used and reduce people to shreds, expect this to happen. Famine and environmental disasters, expect this to happen. It's all in their 'biblical prophecies' and the higher up rabbis and filths are trying to enforce this to happen in reality. The enemy is most atrocious and without any remorse or mercy. Neither is their nature and do not let them fool you. Present day proof is in Palestine where they bomb hospitals and kindergartens and massacre people for fun. Present day proof is in the economical crisis that is guiding people to death. Do not buy anything they sell you. Do not buy the so called 'history', do not buy their big fucking fat lies. The problem with those born in the later age, is they have a totally distorted view of reality. Our modern 'problems' are nothing compared to real life problems, with the savagery of the level the kikes are trying to play us in. The kikes have utilized their wealth and their stolen spiritual powers to create all this.

YOU-MUST-RAGE-AND-WAKE-THE-FUCK-UP. Physical action is seemingly impossible and this is something people need to realize. We must now work RUTHLESSLY to materialize our own survival. And to guarantee they will get utterly and forever SPIRITUALLY DESTROYED without anyone remaining. We will do all this with legal and spiritual means. This MUST HAPPEN or you should be expecting the worse of your dreams. Dreams where being impovenished and without food getting beat up every day in a slave state are the best dreams you've ever had, because reality was so far worse. Dreams of massive death is the best thing one could dream about.

As Satanists the weight of the history is upon you. The countless souls of victims of these predators, the Ancient Peoples, the Ancient Priests, the Old Gods, the Souls of millions who were destroyed and millions who suffer every day, they are in your hands. They are in your hands, because you are the only ones with the power and the means to undo these beasts. They are in your hands because in your hands there is the light that can save us from this destruction. Destroyed men, children and women are looking right on you now. They are looking to you and your act as your new Savior. The Satanic Saviors. They are looking up to you even if they do not understand this or ever did, but they mostly do. Fate is closing her gaze upon you and this is the moment where the stars have to fight against the
ever-looming darkness. This is the moment of your most heroic cry. THIS RIGHT NOW IS THE MOMENT WHEN YOU RAISE YOUR SPIRITUAL SWORD AND TAKE A STAND AND MILLIONS CRUMBLE UPON YOUR FEET CRUSHING BELOW. This is the moment when Truth hands you your sword of light, so do not you dare deny who you are. Younger and older, more angry and calmer, healers and destroyers, all you are called upon your divine duty now, at this moment, at this age, at this time. Denial of this means death and loss of every honor.

As HPS Maxine has stressed, you MUST DO THESE RITUALS. Even more than we did before. Even more powerfully. And even more ruthlessly than we did. With even more faith than we did. With even more pressure and unfathomable power than before. YOU ARE STRONGER THAN THE ENEMY AND YOU MUST USE YOUR STRENGTH. Our Rituals are a most important card we can play to destroy them. This war is spiritual and it has been so for centuries. These rituals will destroy the enemy and they have been doing so already. For all these years, we have done much work together. We have raised big and huge amounts of energy, we have made workings to destroy them through their leaders, we have done workings of destruction, we have attacked their xian program, we have attacked them in any and all levels spiritually. These last rituals will further seal their fate further as they have been trying to seal ours for centuries upon centuries.

WE WILL NOT ALLOW THE DEATH OF OUR PEOPLE, WE WILL NOT TOLERATE LOSING OUR FREEDOM, WE WILL NOT BOW TO THEM AND THEY WILL FIND US TRIUMPHANT OVER THEM. LET THEM BE WITNESSES OF THE SPIRITUAL WRATH OF OUR SATANIC FAMILY! LET THEM KNOW THAT THE TRUTH OF THE ANCIENT GODS STILL LIVES AND IS BURNING MORE THAN EVER BEFORE AS AN EVERLASTING FIRE!

Their actions have called upon them total war of Spirit. Then let them have it. Let them cowards have it. LET THEM HAVE THE WRATH OF SATAN RUN INSIDE THEIR DEVASTATED SOULS.

LET THE VICTORY OF SATAN SHOW AND LET THEM KNOW, WE ARE HERE AS MASTERS, IN THIS BEFALLEN EARTH. LET THEM KNOW OF THEIR ETERNAL DAMNATION AND DEFEAT. LET IT BE KNOWN THAT WE ARE UNAFFECTED AND AWARE TO THEIR ACTIONS. SHOW THEM THAT THEIR CRIMES HAVE MET WITH DIVINE JUSTICE AND THAT SATAN AND THE GENTILE PEOPLE, NEVER FORGET THE TRUTH THAT HAS BEEN FORGED IN BLOOD.

HEIL TO OUR COMMRADES!!!
HEIL VICTORY!!!
HEIL SATAN AND HEIL THE GODS OF HELL!!
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